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Face Detection And Recognition Theory And Practice
The detection and recognition of objects in images is a key research topic in the
computer vision community. Within this area, face recognition and interpretation has
attracted increasing attention owing to the possibility of unveiling human perception
mechanisms, and for the development of practical biometric systems. This book and
the accompanying website, focus on template matching, a subset of object recognition
techniques of wide applicability, which has proved to be particularly effective for face
recognition applications. Using examples from face processing tasks throughout the
book to illustrate more general object recognition approaches, Roberto Brunelli:
examines the basics of digital image formation, highlighting points critical to the task of
template matching; presents basic and advanced template matching techniques,
targeting grey-level images, shapes and point sets; discusses recent pattern
classification paradigms from a template matching perspective; illustrates the
development of a real face recognition system; explores the use of advanced computer
graphics techniques in the development of computer vision algorithms. Template
Matching Techniques in Computer Vision is primarily aimed at practitioners working on
the development of systems for effective object recognition such as biometrics, robot
navigation, multimedia retrieval and landmark detection. It is also of interest to graduate
students undertaking studies in these areas.
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It is my pleasure to write the preface for Information Processing and Management. This
book aims to bring together innovative results and new research trends in inf- mation
processing, computer science and management engineering. If an information
processing system is able to perform useful actions for an obj- tive in a given domain, it
is because the system knows something about that domain. The more knowledge it
has, the more useful it can be to its users. Without that kno- edge, the system itself is
useless. In the information systems field, there is conceptual modeling for the activity
that elicits and describes the general knowledge a particular information system needs
to know. The main objective of conceptual modeling is to obtain that description, which
is called a conceptual schema. Conceptual schemas are written in languages called
conceptual modeling languages. Conceptual modeling is an important part of requiments engineering, the first and most important phase in the development of an infmation system.
Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop, Aberdeen, Scotland, U.K.,
June 29-July 4, 1985
The fields of computer vision and image processing are constantly evolving as new
research and applications in these areas emerge. Staying abreast of the most up-todate developments in this field is necessary in order to promote further research and
apply these developments in real-world settings. Computer Vision: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is an innovative reference source for the latest
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academic material on development of computers for gaining understanding about
videos and digital images. Highlighting a range of topics, such as computational
models, machine learning, and image processing, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for academicians, technology professionals, students, and researchers
interested in uncovering the latest innovations in the field.
Face Image Analysis by Unsupervised Learning explores adaptive approaches to
image analysis. It draws upon principles of unsupervised learning and information
theory to adapt processing to the immediate task environment. In contrast to more
traditional approaches to image analysis in which relevant structure is determined in
advance and extracted using hand-engineered techniques, Face Image Analysis by
Unsupervised Learning explores methods that have roots in biological vision and/or
learn about the image structure directly from the image ensemble. Particular attention is
paid to unsupervised learning techniques for encoding the statistical dependencies in
the image ensemble. The first part of this volume reviews unsupervised learning,
information theory, independent component analysis, and their relation to biological
vision. Next, a face image representation using independent component analysis (ICA)
is developed, which is an unsupervised learning technique based on optimal
information transfer between neurons. The ICA representation is compared to a number
of other face representations including eigenfaces and Gabor wavelets on tasks of
identity recognition and expression analysis. Finally, methods for learning features that
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are robust to changes in viewpoint and lighting are presented. These studies provide
evidence that encoding input dependencies through unsupervised learning is an
effective strategy for face recognition. Face Image Analysis by Unsupervised Learning
is suitable as a secondary text for a graduate-level course, and as a reference for
researchers and practitioners in industry.
Control systems play an important role in engineering. Fuzzy logic is the natural choice
for designing control applications and is the most popular and appropriate for the
control of home and industrial appliances. Academic and industrial experts are
constantly researching and proposing innovative and effective fuzzy control systems.
This book is an edited volume and has 21 innovative chapters arranged into five
sections covering applications of fuzzy control systems in energy and power systems,
navigation systems, imaging, and industrial engineering. Overall, this book provides a
rich set of modern fuzzy control systems and their applications and will be a useful
resource for the graduate students, researchers, and practicing engineers in the field of
electrical engineering.
Major strides have been made in face processing in the last ten years due to the fast
growing need for security in various locations around the globe. A human eye can
discern the details of a specific face with relative ease. It is this level of detail that
researchers are striving to create with ever evolving computer technologies that will
become our perfect mechanical eyes. The difficulty that confronts researchers stems
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from turning a 3D object into a 2D image. That subject is covered in depth from several
different perspectives in this volume. Face Processing: Advanced Modeling and
Methods begins with a comprehensive introductory chapter for those who are new to
the field. A compendium of articles follows that is divided into three sections. The first
covers basic aspects of face processing from human to computer. The second deals
with face modeling from computational and physiological points of view. The third
tackles the advanced methods, which include illumination, pose, expression, and more.
Editors Zhao and Chellappa have compiled a concise and necessary text for industrial
research scientists, students, and professionals working in the area of image and signal
processing. Contributions from over 35 leading experts in face detection, recognition
and image processing Over 150 informative images with 16 images in FULL COLOR
illustrate and offer insight into the most up-to-date advanced face processing methods
and techniques Extensive detail makes this a need-to-own book for all involved with
image and signal processing
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Symposium,
PETS 2010, held in Berlin, Germany in July 2010. The 16 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions for inclusion in the book. The
papers handle topics such as access control, privacy of web based search, anonymus
webs of trust, security attacks, active timing attacks in lo-latency anonymus
communication, network topology and web search with malicious adversaries
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Face recognition technologies (FRTs) have many practical security-related purposes, but
advocacy groups and individuals have expressed apprehensions about their use. This report
highlights the high-level privacy and bias implications of FRT systems. The authors propose a
heuristic with two dimensions -- consent status and comparison type -- to help determine a
proposed FRT's level of privacy and accuracy. They also identify privacy and bias concerns.
Advances in Face Image Analysis: Theory and applications describes several approaches to
facial image analysis and recognition. Eleven chapters cover advances in computer vision and
pattern recognition methods used to analyze facial data. The topics addressed in this book
include automatic face detection, 3D face model fitting, robust face recognition, facial
expression recognition, face image data embedding, model-less 3D face pose estimation and
image-based age estimation. The chapters are also written by experts from a different
research groups. Readers will, therefore, have access to contemporary knowledge on facial
recognition with some diverse perspectives offered for individual techniques. The book is a
useful resource for a wide audience such as i) researchers and professionals working in the
field of face image analysis, ii) the entire pattern recognition community interested in
processing and extracting features from raw face images, and iii) technical experts as well as
postgraduate computer science students interested in cutting edge concepts of facial image
recognition.
"This special issue on Object and Face Recognition presents a series of original papers which
show how current experimental, neuropsychological and computational techniques are
clarifying the mechanisms involved in processing and recognising objects and faces, and the
relationship between face recognition and the recognition of other kinds of visual object." "The
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assembled collection contains articles by leading researchers in Canada, the USA, New
Zealand and Europe and illustrates very clearly the methodological diversity, and technical and
conceptual ingenuity, of current work in this intriguing area of visual cognition."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Step-by-step tutorials on deep learning neural networks for computer vision in python with
Keras.
Annotation This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International
Conference on Neural Information Processing, ICONIP 2004, held in Calcutta, India in
November 2004. The 186 revised papers presented together with 24 invited contributions were
carefully reviewed and selected from 470 submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on computational neuroscience, complex-valued neural networks, self-organizing
maps, evolutionary computation, control systems, cognitive science, adaptive intelligent
systems, biometrics, brain-like computing, learning algorithms, novel neural architectures,
image processing, pattern recognition, neuroinformatics, fuzzy systems, neuro-fuzzy systems,
hybrid systems, feature analysis, independent component analysis, ant colony, neural network
hardware, robotics, signal processing, support vector machine, time series prediction, and
bioinformatics.
Pattern recognition continued to be one of the important research fields in computer science
and electrical engineering. Lots of new applications are emerging, and hence pattern analysis
and synthesis become significant subfields in pattern recognition. This book is an edited
volume and has six chapters arranged into two sections, namely, pattern recognition analysis
and pattern recognition applications. This book will be useful for graduate students,
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researchers, and practicing engineers working in the field of machine vision and computer
science and engineering.
A resource for individuals responsible for siting decisions, this guidelines book covers siting
and layout of process plants, including both new and expanding facilities. This book provides
comprehensive guidelines in selecting a site, recognizing and assessing long-term risks, and
the optimal lay out of equipment facilities needed within a site. The information presented is
applicable to US and international locations. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Pattern recognition has gained significant attention due to the rapid explosion of internet- and
mobile-based applications. Among the various pattern recognition applications, face
recognition is always being the center of attraction. With so much of unlabeled face images
being captured and made available on internet (particularly on social media), conventional
supervised means of classifying face images become challenging. This clearly warrants for
semi-supervised classification and subspace projection. Another important concern in face
recognition system is the proper and stringent evaluation of its capability. This book is edited
keeping all these factors in mind. This book is composed of five chapters covering introduction,
overview, semi-supervised classification, subspace projection, and evaluation techniques.

The two volume set LNCS 3696 and LNCS 3697 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Artificial Neural Networks,
ICANN 2005, held in Warsaw, Poland in September 2005. The over 600 papers
submitted to ICANN 2005 were thoroughly reviewed and carefully selected for
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presentation. The first volume includes 106 contributions related to Biological
Inspirations; topics addressed are modeling the brain and cognitive functions,
development of cognitive powers in embodied systems spiking neural networks,
associative memory models, models of biological functions, projects in the area
of neuroIT, evolutionary and other biological inspirations, self-organizing maps
and their applications, computer vision, face recognition and detection, sound
and speech recognition, bioinformatics, biomedical applications, and informationtheoretic concepts in biomedical data analysis. The second volume contains 162
contributions related to Formal Models and their Applications and deals with new
neural network models, supervised learning algorithms, ensemble-based
learning, unsupervised learning, recurent neural networks, reinforcement
learning, bayesian approaches to learning, learning theory, artificial neural
networks for system modeling, decision making, optimalization and control,
knowledge extraction from neural networks, temporal data analysis, prediction
and forecasting, support vector machines and kernel-based methods, soft
computing methods for data representation, analysis and processing, data fusion
for industrial, medical and environmental applications, non-linear predictive
models for speech processing, intelligent multimedia and semantics, applications
to natural language processing, various applications, computational intelligence
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in games, and issues in hardware implementation.
Face detection and recognition are the nonintrusive biometrics of choice in many
security applications. Examples of their use include border control, driver's
license issuance, law enforcement investigations, and physical access
control.Face Detection and Recognition: Theory and Practice elaborates on and
explains the theory and practice of face de
Master's Thesis from the year 2017 in the subject Engineering - Computer
Engineering, grade: 10, , course: M.Tech-ECE, language: English, abstract:
Images containing faces are essential to intelligent vision-based human computer
interaction, and research efforts in face processing include face recognition, face
tracking, pose estimation, and expression recognition. The rapidly expanding
research in face processing is based on the premise that information about a
user’s identity, state, and intent can be extracted from images and that
computers can then react accordingly, e.g., by knowing person’s identity, person
may be authenticated to utilize a particular service or not. A first step of any face
processing system is registering the locations in images where faces are present.
The local binary pattern is a simple yet very efficient texture operator which labels
the pixels of an image by thresholding the neighborhood of each pixel and
considers the result as a binary number. The LBP method can be seen as a
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unifying approach to the traditionally divergent statistical and structural models of
texture analysis. Perhaps the most important property of the LBP operator in realworld applications is its invariance against monotonic gray level changes caused,
e.g., by illumination variations. Another equally important is its computational
simplicity, which makes it possible to analyze images in challenging real-time
settings. The success of LBP in face description is due to the discriminative
power and computational simplicity of the LBP operator, and the robustness of
LBP to mono-tonic gray scale changes caused by, for example, illumination
variations. The use of histograms as features also makes the LBP approach
robust to face misalignment and pose variations. For these reasons, the LBP
methodology has already attained an established position in face analysis
research. Because finding an efficient spatiotemporal representation for face
analysis from videos is challenging, most of the existing works limit the scope of
the problem by discarding the facial dynamics and only considering the structure.
Motivated by the psychophysical findings which indicate that facial movements
can provide valuable information to face analysis, spatiotemporal LBP
approaches for face, facial expression and gender recognition from videos were
described.
As a baby one of our earliest stimuli is that of human faces. We rapidly learn to
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identify, characterize and eventually distinguish those who are near and dear to
us. We accept face recognition later as an everyday ability. We realize the
complexity of the underlying problem only when we attempt to duplicate this skill
in a computer vision system. This book is arranged around a number of clustered
themes covering different aspects of face recognition. The first section on
Statistical Face Models and Classifiers presents reviews and refinements of
some well-known statistical models. The next section presents two articles
exploring the use of Infrared imaging techniques and is followed by few articles
devoted to refinements of classical methods. New approaches to improve the
robustness of face analysis techniques are followed by two articles dealing with
real-time challenges in video sequences. A final article explores human
perceptual issues of face recognition.
This authoritative and comprehensive handbook is the definitive work on the
current state of the art of Biometric Presentation Attack Detection (PAD) – also
known as Biometric Anti-Spoofing. Building on the success of the previous,
pioneering edition, this thoroughly updated second edition has been considerably
expanded to provide even greater coverage of PAD methods, spanning
biometrics systems based on face, fingerprint, iris, voice, vein, and signature
recognition. New material is also included on major PAD competitions, important
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databases for research, and on the impact of recent international legislation.
Valuable insights are supplied by a selection of leading experts in the field,
complete with results from reproducible research, supported by source code and
further information available at an associated website. Topics and features:
reviews the latest developments in PAD for fingerprint biometrics, covering
optical coherence tomography (OCT) technology, and issues of interoperability;
examines methods for PAD in iris recognition systems, and the application of
stimulated pupillary light reflex for this purpose; discusses advancements in PAD
methods for face recognition-based biometrics, such as research on 3D facial
masks and remote photoplethysmography (rPPG); presents a survey of PAD for
automatic speaker recognition (ASV), including the use of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), and an overview of relevant databases; describes the results
yielded by key competitions on fingerprint liveness detection, iris liveness
detection, and software-based face anti-spoofing; provides analyses of PAD in
fingervein recognition, online handwritten signature verification, and in biometric
technologies on mobile devicesincludes coverage of international standards, the
E.U. PSDII and GDPR directives, and on different perspectives on presentation
attack evaluation. This text/reference is essential reading for anyone involved in
biometric identity verification, be they students, researchers, practitioners,
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engineers, or technology consultants. Those new to the field will also benefit from
a number of introductory chapters, outlining the basics for the most important
biometrics.
A sharp increase in the computing power of modern computers has triggered the
development of powerful algorithms that can analyze complex patterns in large
amounts of data within a short time period. Consequently, it has become possible
to apply pattern recognition techniques to new tasks. The main goal of this book
is to cover some of the latest application domains of pattern recognition while
presenting novel techniques that have been developed or customized in those
domains.
Face Detection and RecognitionTheory and PracticeCRC Press
The main idea and the driver of further research in the area of face recognition
are security applications and human-computer interaction. Face recognition
represents an intuitive and non-intrusive method of recognizing people and this is
why it became one of three identification methods used in e-passports and a
biometric of choice for many other security applications. This goal of this book is
to provide the reader with the most up to date research performed in automatic
face recognition. The chapters presented use innovative approaches to deal with
a wide variety of unsolved issues.
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The ultimate guide for anyone wondering how President Joe Biden will respond
to the COVID-19 pandemic—all his plans, goals, and executive orders in response
to the coronavirus crisis. Shortly after being inaugurated as the 46th President of
the United States, Joe Biden and his administration released this 200 page guide
detailing his plans to respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The National Strategy
for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness breaks down seven
crucial goals of President Joe Biden's administration with regards to the
coronavirus pandemic: 1. Restore trust with the American people. 2. Mount a
safe, effective, and comprehensive vaccination campaign. 3. Mitigate spread
through expanding masking, testing, data, treatments, health care workforce, and
clear public health standards. 4. Immediately expand emergency relief and
exercise the Defense Production Act. 5. Safely reopen schools, businesses, and
travel while protecting workers. 6. Protect those most at risk and advance equity,
including across racial, ethnic and rural/urban lines. 7. Restore U.S. leadership
globally and build better preparedness for future threats. Each of these goals are
explained and detailed in the book, with evidence about the current
circumstances and how we got here, as well as plans and concrete steps to
achieve each goal. Also included is the full text of the many Executive Orders
that will be issued by President Biden to achieve each of these goals. The
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National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness is
required reading for anyone interested in or concerned about the COVID-19
pandemic and its effects on American society.
Face detection and recognition are the nonintrusive biometrics of choice in many
security applications. Examples of their use include border control, driver’s
license issuance, law enforcement investigations, and physical access control.
Face Detection and Recognition: Theory and Practice elaborates on and explains
the theory and practice of face detection and recognition systems currently in
vogue. The book begins with an introduction to the state of the art, offering a
general review of the available methods and an indication of future research
using cognitive neurophysiology. The text then: Explores subspace methods for
dimensionality reduction in face image processing, statistical methods applied to
face detection, and intelligent face detection methods dominated by the use of
artificial neural networks Covers face detection with colour and infrared face
images, face detection in real time, face detection and recognition using set
estimation theory, face recognition using evolutionary algorithms, and face
recognition in frequency domain Discusses methods for the localization of face
landmarks helpful in face recognition, methods of generating synthetic face
images using set estimation theory, and databases of face images available for
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testing and training systems Features pictorial descriptions of every algorithm as
well as downloadable source code (in MATLAB®/PYTHON) and hardware
implementation strategies with code examples Demonstrates how frequency
domain correlation techniques can be used supplying exhaustive test results
Face Detection and Recognition: Theory and Practice provides students,
researchers, and practitioners with a single source for cutting-edge information
on the major approaches, algorithms, and technologies used in automated face
detection and recognition.
Correlation is a robust and general technique for pattern recognition and is used
in many applications, such as automatic target recognition, biometric recognition
and optical character recognition. The design, analysis and use of correlation
pattern recognition algorithms requires background information, including linear
systems theory, random variables and processes, matrix/vector methods,
detection and estimation theory, digital signal processing and optical processing.
This book provides a needed review of this diverse background material and
develops the signal processing theory, the pattern recognition metrics, and the
practical application know-how from basic premises. It shows both digital and
optical implementations. It also contains technology presented by the team that
developed it and includes case studies of significant interest, such as face and
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fingerprint recognition. Suitable for graduate students taking courses in pattern
recognition theory, whilst reaching technical levels of interest to the professional
practitioner.
Face recognition has been actively studied over the past decade and continues
to be a big research challenge. Just recently, researchers have begun to
investigate face recognition under unconstrained conditions. Unconstrained Face
Recognition provides a comprehensive review of this biometric, especially face
recognition from video, assembling a collection of novel approaches that are able
to recognize human faces under various unconstrained situations. The underlying
basis of these approaches is that, unlike conventional face recognition
algorithms, they exploit the inherent characteristics of the unconstrained situation
and thus improve the recognition performance when compared with conventional
algorithms. Unconstrained Face Recognition is structured to meet the needs of a
professional audience of researchers and practitioners in industry. This volume is
also suitable for advanced-level students in computer science.
The NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) on Face Recognition: From Theory to
Applications took place in Stirling, Scotland, UK, from June 23 through July 4,
1997. The meeting brought together 95 participants (including 18 invited
lecturers) from 22 countries. The lecturers are leading researchers from
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academia, govemment, and industry from allover the world. The lecturers
presented an encompassing view of face recognition, and identified trends for
future developments and the means for implementing robust face recognition
systems. The scientific programme consisted of invited lectures, three panels,
and (oral and poster) presentations from students attending the AS!. As a result
of lively interactions between the participants, the following topics emerged as
major themes of the meeting: (i) human processing of face recognition and its
relevance to forensic systems, (ii) face coding, (iii) connectionist methods and
support vector machines (SVM), (iv) hybrid methods for face recognition, and (v)
predictive learning and performance evaluation. The goals of the panels were to
provide links among the lectures and to emphasis the themes of the meeting.
The topics of the panels were: (i) How the human visual system processes faces,
(ii) Issues in applying face recognition: data bases, evaluation and systems, and
(iii) Classification issues involved in face recognition. The presentations made by
students gave them an opportunity to receive feedback from the invited lecturers
and suggestions for future work.
Traditionally, scientific fields have defined boundaries, and scientists work on
research problems within those boundaries. However, from time to time those
boundaries get shifted or blurred to evolve new fields. For instance, the original
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goal of computer vision was to understand a single image of a scene, by
identifying objects, their structure, and spatial arrangements. This has been
referred to as image understanding. Recently, computer vision has gradually
been making the transition away from understanding single images to analyzing
image sequences, or video understanding. Video understanding deals with
understanding of video sequences, e. g. , recognition of gestures, activities, facial
expressions, etc. The main shift in the classic paradigm has been from the
recognition of static objects in the scene to motion-based recognition of actions
and events. Video understanding has overlapping research problems with other
fields, therefore blurring the fixed boundaries. Computer graphics, image
processing, and video databases have obvious overlap with computer vision. The
main goal of computer graphics is to gener ate and animate realistic looking
images, and videos. Researchers in computer graphics are increasingly
employing techniques from computer vision to gen erate the synthetic imagery. A
good example of this is image-based rendering and modeling techniques, in
which geometry, appearance, and lighting is de rived from real images using
computer vision techniques. Here the shift is from synthesis to analysis followed
by synthesis.
Facial recognition software has improved by leaps and bounds over the past few
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decades, with error rates decreasing significantly within the past ten years.
Though this is true, conditions such as poor lighting, obstructions, and profileonly angles have continued to persist in preventing wholly accurate readings.
Face Recognition in Adverse Conditions examines how the field of facial
recognition takes these adverse conditions into account when designing more
effective applications by discussing facial recognition under real world PIE
variations, current applications, and the future of the field of facial recognition
research. The work is intended for academics, engineers, and researchers
specializing in the field of facial recognition.
Biometrics: Personal Identification in Networked Society is a comprehensive and
accessible source of state-of-the-art information on all existing and emerging
biometrics: the science of automatically identifying individuals based on their
physiological or behavior characteristics. In particular, the book covers: *General
principles and ideas of designing biometric-based systems and their underlying
tradeoffs *Identification of important issues in the evaluation of biometrics-based
systems *Integration of biometric cues, and the integration of biometrics with
other existing technologies *Assessment of the capabilities and limitations of
different biometrics *The comprehensive examination of biometric methods in
commercial use and in research development *Exploration of some of the
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numerous privacy and security implications of biometrics. Also included are
chapters on face and eye identification, speaker recognition, networking, and
other timely technology-related issues. All chapters are written by leading
internationally recognized experts from academia and industry. Biometrics:
Personal Identification in Networked Society is an invaluable work for scientists,
engineers, application developers, systems integrators, and others working in
biometrics.
2012 International Conference on Software Engineering, Knowledge Engineering
and Information Engineering (SEKEIE 2012) will be held in Macau, April 1-2,
2012 . This conference will bring researchers and experts from the three areas of
Software Engineering, Knowledge Engineering and Information Engineering
together to share their latest research results and ideas. This volume book
covered significant recent developments in the Software Engineering, Knowledge
Engineering and Information Engineering field, both theoretical and applied. We
are glad this conference attracts your attentions, and thank your support to our
conference. We will absorb remarkable suggestion, and make our conference
more successful and perfect.
Face Recognition: Cognitive and Computational Processes critically discusses
current research in face recognition, leading to an original approach with
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criminological applications. The book covers • The methodological and
philosophical basis of research in face recognition. • Findings and their
explanations, conceptual issues, theories and models of face recognition • The
Catch Model (Rakover & Cahlon) for reconstructing (identifying) a face from
memory, and other models and methods of face reconstruction. • Conscious
perception and recognition of faces. The book also discusses original ideas on
conceptualizing face perception and recognition in tasks of facial cognition,
developing the Schema Theory and the Catch Model, and introducing Rakover &
Cahlon's discovery of the proposed law of Face Recognition by Similarity
(FRBS). (Series B)
This book takes the vocal and visual modalities and human-robot interaction
applications into account by considering three main aspects, namely, social and
affective robotics, robot navigation, and risk event recognition. This book can be
a very good starting point for the scientists who are about to start their research
work in the field of human-robot interaction.
The development of technologies for the identi?cation of individuals has driven
the interest and curiosity of many people. Spearheaded and inspired by the
Bertillon coding system for the classi?cation of humans based on physical
measurements, scientists and engineers have been trying to invent new devices
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and classi?cation systems to capture the human identity from its body
measurements. One of the main limitations of the precursors of today’s
biometrics, which is still present in the vast majority of the existing biometric
systems, has been the need to keep the device in close contact with the subject
to capture the biometric measurements. This clearly limits the applicability and
convenience of biometric systems. This book presents an important step in
addressing this limitation by describing a number of methodologies to capture
meaningful biometric information from a distance. Most materials covered in this
book have been presented at the International Summer School on Biometrics
which is held every year in Alghero, Italy and which has become a ?agship
activity of the IAPR Technical Committee on Biometrics (IAPR TC4). The last four
chapters of the book are derived from some of the best p- sentations by the
participating students of the school. The educational value of this book is also
highlighted by the number of proposed exercises and questions which will help
the reader to better understand the proposed topics.
This book draws together, for the first time, the latest scientific findings from
leading international researchers on how face recognition develops. It is only in
recent years that methods acceptable in experimental psychology have been
developed for studying this vital and unique process. While other publications
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have concentrated on computer modeling and of face processing and the like,
this one is unique in that it looks at fundamental (and so far unanswered)
questions such as: What are the roots of and reasons for our ability to recognize
faces? How much of this ability is learned and how much innate? By connecting
studies on face processing in infancy with those on the development of face
processing, it thus bridges the gap between face processing research and visual
perceptual development. Leading researchers from USA and Europe who have
conducted pioneering work in these domains describe results and anticipate
future inquiry, covering topics such as fundamental cognitive abilities in infancy,
development of face processing from infancy to adulthood, and the effects of
expertise on face recognition.
As a baby, one of our earliest stimuli is that of human faces. We rapidly learn to
identify, characterize and eventually distinguish those who are near and dear to
us. We accept face recognition later as an everyday ability. We realize the
complexity of the underlying problem only when we attempt to duplicate this skill
in a computer vision system. This book is arranged around a number of clustered
themes covering different aspects of face recognition. The first section presents
an architecture for face recognition based on Hidden Markov Models; it is
followed by an article on coding methods. The next section is devoted to 3D
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methods of face recognition and is followed by a section covering various
aspects and techniques in video. Next short section is devoted to the
characterization and detection of features in faces. Finally, you can find an article
on the human perception of faces and how different neurological or psychological
disorders can affect this.
Face detection and recognition are the nonintrusive biometrics of choice in many
security applications. Examples of their use include border control, driver's
license issuance, law enforcement investigations, and physical access control.
Face Detection and Recognition: Theory and Practice elaborates on and explains
the theory and practice of face detection and recognition systems currently in
vogue. The book begins with an introduction to the state of the art, offering a
general review of the available methods and an indication of future research
using cognitive neurophysiology. The text then: Explores subspace methods for
dimensionality reduction in face image processing, statistical methods applied to
face detection, and intelligent face detection methods dominated by the use of
artificial neural networks Covers face detection with colour and infrared face
images, face detection in real time, face detection and recognition using set
estimation theory, face recognition using evolutionary algorithms, and face
recognition in frequency domain Discusses methods for the localization of face
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landmarks helpful in face recognition, methods of generating synthetic face
images using set estimation theory, and databases of face images available for
testing and training systems Features pictorial descriptions of every algorithm as
well as downloadable source code (in MATLAB(R)/PYTHON) and hardware
implementation strategies with code examples Demonstrates how frequency
domain correlation techniques can be used supplying exhaustive test results
Face Detection and Recognition: Theory and Practice provides students,
researchers, and practitioners with a single source for cutting-edge information
on the major approaches, algorithms, and technologies used in automated face
detection and recognition.
This highly anticipated new edition provides a comprehensive account of face
recognition research and technology, spanning the full range of topics needed for
designing operational face recognition systems. After a thorough introductory
chapter, each of the following chapters focus on a specific topic, reviewing
background information, up-to-date techniques, and recent results, as well as
offering challenges and future directions. Features: fully updated, revised and
expanded, covering the entire spectrum of concepts, methods, and algorithms for
automated face detection and recognition systems; provides comprehensive
coverage of face detection, tracking, alignment, feature extraction, and
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recognition technologies, and issues in evaluation, systems, security, and
applications; contains numerous step-by-step algorithms; describes a broad
range of applications; presents contributions from an international selection of
experts; integrates numerous supporting graphs, tables, charts, and performance
data.
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